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Human Computer Interaction
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[Brewer 2005] 

I can only 
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[Brewer 2005] 

Actual level: 

11° 

You are 
at 9°Ok, I can go 

one more

[Plauger 1994] 

"ong number!

Oops…
#1ESS 
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[Plauger 1994] 

"ong number!

#1ESS 

umm… you must 
have misdialed

[Luo 2004; Sandberg 2003 ; Arabe 2003] 
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!oosh!

[Luo 2004; Sandberg 2003 ; Arabe 2003] 

Benevolent Malevolent

Robotic 
Rehabilitation 

Lie to 
Save 
a Life 

#1ESS 

Placebo 
button 

Shopping Cart 
Manipulation 

Something to keep in mind: 
who benefits? 
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Yo Designers!

Yo Users!

LIE LIE LIE! 

You can’t handle 
the truth! 

Yo Designers!

Yo Users!

LIE LIE LIE! 

You can’t handle 
the truth! 

xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
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Benevolent deceptions 
are ubiquitous

We talk “around” deception

[Tognazzini 1993; Laurel 1993] 

Makes it extremely hard to 
design benevolent deception 
properly/effectively/ethically


Benevolent deceptions 
are ubiquitous

We talk “around” deception
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Metaphors for deception

Criminology 

M
otiv

eM
eans

Opportunity


False 
Advertisements
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A Working Definition

An explicit or implicit claim, omission of information, or system action, 
 
mediated by user perception attention, comprehension, prior knowledge, 
beliefs, or other cognitive activity, 
 
creates a belief about a system or one of its attributes, 
 
which is demonstrably false or unsubstantiated as true, 
 
where it is likely that the belief will affect behavior, 
 
of a substantial percentage of users. 

Modified from [Richards 1990] 

M
otiv

e

Tensions

System 
Image

“All” 

Designer 

Design 
#inciples

Individual 

Mental 
Model
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Motive

Too much/Not enoughIntelligence, speed, reliability, certainty, etc. 

Artific
ial Stupidity [West 2012] 

Artificial Certainty 

Artificial  
Sound  

M
otiv

e Person versus People 

[Mine 2003] 

Person vs People
Security/Resource Management 
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Motive

Individual Safety 

High level goals 
inconsistent with 
behavior 

[de Quetteville 2008] 

Person vs Self

Motive

Fail gracefully

Do not fail"ilently

Design vs Design
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Motive

Tensions

Means

Tension Removal

M
eans

System Image Deceptions
Manipulate perceived functions or capabilities 

Kasdfds  Code Search Engine 

Search Bubble sort in Java 
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M
eans

System Image Deceptions
Manipulate perceived functions or capabilities 

Kasdfds  Code Search Engine 

Search Java 

Here’s 
some junk

M
eans

System Image Deceptions
Manipulate perceived functions or capabilities 

Kasdfds  Code Search Engine 

Search Java 

Here’s a canned 
response
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M
eans "ych Deceptions

Just Noticeable Differences (JND),  
Aesthetics,  
Change blindness, 
Social processes  I am a 

human being

Speech 
recognition 

system 

Phone Slave, Grunt [Schmandt 1991] 

M
eans

Mental Model Deceptions

Not all metaphors are deceptions 
 Not all metaphors change behavior 

Metaphors, Skeuomorphs, and more 

Click!
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M
eans

Mental Model Deceptions
Metaphors, Skeuomorphs, and more 

I am an not a 
police officer

I am an actor playing 
a  police officer

“ [while] not believ[ing] in the role being 
real, [the user was ‘tricked’] into believing 
the meta-role is real” – [Klessen 2003] 

Motive

Tensions
Means

Tension Removal

Opportunity

#en is the user prepared
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Opportunity


User wants to be deceived  
 (“willing suspension of disbelief”) 

 
User will not be able to distinguish truth from 
deception 

Opportunity


The user will spend a few 
minutes trying to identify 
the limits of the AI, get 
bored, and then go back to 
enjoying the game  
 
Paraphrased from [Gottleieb 1997] 
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Opportunity


[Mattioli 2012] 

[Patent# 6625030] 
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[Patent# 6625030] 

Because battery module [is] in a position that many less-
technologically sophisticated users might expect to see a 
microphone, [the] module advantageously comprises 
microphone façade which is not a microphone at all, but is 
merely a cosmetic device (e.g., a series of holes, a screen, 
etc.) to deceive the user into thinking that the microphone is 
indeed where they expect it to be.  
 
[The] … façade provides [a] comfortable feeling that [the 
device] is constructed as they perceive it should be,  
 
and this might make a prospective purchaser of wireless 
terminal assembly more likely to purchase it than if 
microphone façade were absent. 

Should we?
Deception?

Is it… 

Empirically test 
(as much as possible): 

perception reality 

d 
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Should we?
Deception?

Is it… 

Empirically test 
(as much as possible): 

deceptive truthful 

* 

Should we?

Deception?
Is it… 

Empirically test 
(as much as possible): 

deceptive truthful 

Benevolent

“B
et

te
r”

 à
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Should we?

wRisk 
u commitment to the deception 

u benevolence as gateway drug 

u consequences of getting caught 

u ignore alternatives 

Should we?

Deception?
Is it… 

Rationalization? 

deceptive truthful 

Benevolent

“B
et

te
r”

 à
 

Ethical

Bok (1999) 
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Should we?

Deception?
Is it… 

Rationalization à Justification 

BenevolentEthical

Bok (1999) 

#inciple of Veracity

Deception as last resort 

Did we really try all reasonable, 
truthful alternatives? 

Bok (1999) 
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Publicity

What happens if the  
truth emerges? 

Are we/users still satisfied with the deception? 

Bok (1999) 

Should we?

Deception?
Is it… 

deceptive truthful 

Benevolent

“B
et

te
r”

 à
 

Ethical

ß Preference (even when exposed) 

Empirically test 
(as much as possible): 
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A$esearch plan

for deception

1) Designer studies 

4) Modeling truth 

2) User studies 

3) Improving definitions/metrics 

5) Ethics debate 

Summary…

Benevolent deception is ubiquitous 
(we don’t even know we’re doing it)  

Many research directions 

Not helpful to ignore  

Some progress towards understanding 

Practice à Design 
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Mark Ackerman, Sara 
Adar, Yaw Anokwa, 
Michael Bernstein, Batya 
Friedman, Travis 
Kriplean, Yang Li, David 
Notkin, and Dan Weld 
 
(and many others who gave us 
great examples) 
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